
Transcripts Workshop (CSO) Report

The Ananda team organized a Civil Society workshop on our transcripts website in Yangon
on 12 December 2019. (Attendance attached | 6F, 42M, 1N) The workshop aimed at exploring
the possibilities to use parliamentary transcripts made available through our transcripts
website to facilitate civil society organizations advocacy and identify more services required
to engage in informed advocacy.

The team briefed on the history of the project and provided technical presentation on steps
we had taken to make these information and documents available as open data, followed
up by questions and answers.

The team also shared experiences on previous experiences with using transcripts to inform
advocacy with first-hand experiences shared by a partner.

Agenda

1. Introductory remarks by Htin Kyaw Aye
2. “Experience sharing: Use of transcripts data for advocacy” by Kaung Nyunt, Director

of Tharthi Myay Foundation
3. Demonstration of Transcripts Website by Li Jia Li

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TMB3fDjJkmWTOcpGfAFGxP-Z2S8R7xcl/view?usp=sharing


Screenshots of the website.

4. Technical presentation on the transcripts data structures by Nyan Lynn Myint
(presentation attached), followed by QA
(https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1hrQI5Q6g-3-X-CtT5A2ai4vpzql7HguC_nk
QjTGyufw/edit?usp=sharing)

5. Experiments with transcripts data for identification of MPs by areas of interest by
Alexander Beatson (Phandeeyar)

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1hrQI5Q6g-3-X-CtT5A2ai4vpzql7HguC_nkQjTGyufw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1hrQI5Q6g-3-X-CtT5A2ai4vpzql7HguC_nkQjTGyufw/edit?usp=sharing


Screenshot of topic modelling web app developed by Alexander Beatson for The
Ananda. (https://alexbeatson.shinyapps.io/TopicModellingProject/)

6. Feedback and use cases

Key Suggestions

- Clarification on sorting of search results, by date or keyword frequency
- Citation of transcripts: two options, 1/ Original PDF should also be

downloadable to help with researchers citing the transcripts, 2/Citing
transcripts as “via The Ananda”.

- Table of contents for reading search results easier
- Search inputs using different fonts
- Devising strategies for future advocacy

A lot of confusion is caused by sorting criteria. Most people find it hard to understand the
documents which are not in periodical order (date order), so they requested to make it
clearer by just showing resulting speech chunk or explanation how it is sorted.

https://alexbeatson.shinyapps.io/TopicModellingProject/


Researchers raised the question about how the website be cited or resources reused in their
research papers, while they also raised the concern about accuracy of OCR. So, the
suggestion is to have the direct link to the original website or downloadable PDF of original
file.

Table of content appeared again in the CSO workshop as in the earlier MPs workshop. The
suggestion is that the users would like to go directly to the discussion they searched, so the
website should be able to easily direct them to.

Burmese font is also a problem with most civil society leaders pointing out that the users
might still be stuck with non-unicode fonts and discuss possible solutions ranging from
accepting inputs in different fonts to further researching the user profile and their unicode
font adoption.

Requirement of further advocacy to push the parliament to adopt open data standards is
also mentioned in suggestions for the project in general, but it is agreed that it would take a
lot more time to make the parliament understand and take over.



Resources
Github

Cleaning: https://github.com/theananda/Digitizing-Parliamentary-Transcripts
Backend: https://github.com/theananda/transcript-backend
Frontend: https://github.com/theananda/transcript-frontend

Original Parliament Websites
Lower House: http://www.pyithu.hluttaw.mm/
Upper House: http://www.amyotha.hluttaw.mm/
Combined Hose: https://pyidaungsu.hluttaw.mm/

Ananda’s Hluttaw Transcripts Website
https://transcripts.theananda.org/#/

https://github.com/theananda/Digitizing-Parliamentary-Transcripts
https://github.com/theananda/transcript-backend
https://github.com/theananda/transcript-frontend
http://www.pyithu.hluttaw.mm/
http://www.amyotha.hluttaw.mm/
https://pyidaungsu.hluttaw.mm/
https://transcripts.theananda.org/#/


Funding and Support
The project was funded through Open Data for Development Asia by IDRC. Westminster
Foundation for Democracy supported Ananda with logistics for arranging the meeting with
members of parliament, but no financial support is included.

This work was carried out with the aid of a grant from the International Development Research
Centre, Ottawa, Canada, www.idrc.ca, and with financial support from the Government of
Canada, provided through Global Affairs Canada (GAC), www.international.gc.ca.

http://www.idrc.ca/
http://www.international.gc.ca/

